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-1 in binary

By Chase Hasbrouck USENET the discussion board system was established in the 1980s and established a hierarchy of categories known as newsgroups where users could discuss a variety of topics. USENET has usually been replaced by website discussions, but it still lives in the mechanism of
posting binary----text--- content. These files, which are limited to alt.binaries---, and all subcategories--- can be accessed in a variety of ways. Verify that your current Internet service provider provides USENET access. While the ISP has used to provide USENET access almost universally, many no longer
do so after its popularity declined. If your current ISP doesn't offer USENET access, purchase it from your network provider. There are several options, including GigaNews, AstraWeb and UseNetServer. Configure the newsreader you requested to access USEDNET previously created. You can choose
an integrated email/news client, such as Microsoft Outlook or Mozilla Thunderbird, or choose a special USENET application, such as Forte's Agent or DJI Newsbin Pro. Once access is allowed, simply browse the newsgroup tree under.binaries to see everything available. Binary compatibility is an old idea
that involves both hardware and software. Two computers may be considered binary compatible if they can run the same software without requiring that application be compiled. Computers can be different generations of machines from the same manufacturer or competing products from different vendors.
For example, the IBM ThinkPad laptop and hewlett-packard Vectra desktop computer are binary compatible, although machines can use completely different components for all-brand processors, motherboards, types of memory chips, graphics hardware, disk drives and support chips. More
Computerworld QuickStudies But iMac Apple Computer Inc and NetVista from IBM? IMac can run emulating programs that in turn run Windows applications, such as Microsoft Word. But it's not binary compatibility. For all practical purposes, this means what emulation means for translating software –
effectively (but not efficiently) recompiling it to run on another hardware platform. The truth is, iMac can't run Windows applications in native mode, as NetVista can't run Macintosh applications. Thunking Perhaps the most telling examples of binary compatibility (and inconsistency) are shown by Microsoft
Corp. your DOS and Windows operating systems and its Office Applications suite. Because Intel changed its microchip architecture over the years, Microsoft went from MS-DOS to an 8-bit, 16-bit machine with little loss of compatibility. Intel's subsequent transition to 32-bit processors was harder to
manage, but Microsoft couldn't juggle Windows with 16-bit and 32-bit applications and drivers (both DOS and Windows-based) in a way that didn't leave many customers and their 16-bit hardware and applications. Now, Intel's new Itanium 64-bit microprocessors, chip manufacturer and Microsoft
recommend that the software compile performance, not compatibility issues. Over the years, as many consecutive generations of Intel processors have lacked backward compatibility with their predecessors, Microsoft has entered an operating system-level translation process called thunking. Thanks to



thunking, many applications can work without recompilation, but they would take a performance hit, like any real-time translation process. Unix Flavors Although binary compatibility has been around for some time, it has taken special importance within the Unix and Java worlds. Unix was originally
developed to simplify mobile applications from one type of computer to another, but when it went commercial it almost immediately diverged from many competing products, including Solaris, Irix, HP-UX, AIX, SCO Unix and BSD Unix. These products were just different from each other to create major
headaches for developers and IT departments. As the largest player in the Unix world for some time, Sun Microsystems Inc. has been trumpeting binary compatibility for most of its existence. Sun CEO Scott McNealy often notes that the software written 20 years ago to run the Solaris/SPARC combination
will run on any current SPARC-based system without recompilation. Of course, while theoretically it is possible for binaries running a multimillion-dollar system to run on a server that costs less than $1000, it is also true that a more expensive system has the necessary tools to run software that would
overload a small system. In the mid-90s, Sun began to understand that Solaris's main competition was not other Unixs, but Microsoft Windows – especially Windows NT and now called .Net. So Sun introduced java platform-independent language, whose programs would work in different architectures
without changing the code. The company achieved this by having Java compile the form of binary code, called byte code. All you needed for each machine type was an on-premises translator called a Java virtual machine. But how does it differ from emulation? The distinction is subtle but real: Since the
Windows binary was designed to work originally with a specific architecture and instruction kit, it is thus optimized for that platform (and thus against others) in thousands of ways, large and small. But Java was never associated with a single platform and architecture, so it didn't have to include its quirks.
One final thought: Binary compatibility also means interoperability with all the original errors and quirks-that all the shortcuts and work-arounds that people have created that these errors work correctly on a compatible machine. Kay is a contributing writer and consultant in Worcester, Mass. You can get
russkay@charter.net him. How it works This diagram shows one binary compatibility form between two computer architectures. The left uses one Intel processor, while one on the right uses dual processors made by Advanced Micro Devices Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif. Despite these hardware differences,
both computers can run the same operating system and run exactly the same binary code without having to recompile or modify it. See additional Computerworld QuickStudies IT Hardware: The Shape of Things Come Stories in this report: Copyright © 2002 IDG Communications, Inc. Sometimes names
and terms are quite interchangeable and everyone understands what is being referred to without confusion, but then there are times when things are not so clear and leave you with more questions than answers. Today's SuperUser Q &amp;amp; The post helps explain things to a confused reader.
Today's question and answer session comes to us courtesy of the SuperUser-section stack exchange, a community-led grouping Q&amp;a; A website. Hex editor screenshot courtesy of Rwxrwxrwx (Wikipedia). The question of SuperUser reader Joseph A. wants to know why hex editors are called binary
editors: Hex and binary are two different bases. Hex, as I understand it, is just easier to use version binary and more convenient. However, I hear quite often that hex editors are binary editors. If you actually search for binary editors on Google, you can hex editors. Why is that? What's the connection?
Why are hex editors called or called binary editors? The answer for SuperUser supporters Steven and BarryTheHatchet is the answer to us. First, Steven: The binary editor edits the binary file. [Binary File - Wikipedia] A binary file is a computer file that is not a text file. [...] Binary files are usually
considered to be a sequence of bytes, which means that binary numbers (bits) are grouped into eights. Binary files typically contain bytes that are intended to be interpreted as anything other than text characters. Hex editor is a binary editor type where binary data is presented in hexadecimal. [Hex Editor
- Wikipedia] Hex editor (or binary file editor or bait editor) is a type of computer program that allows you to manipulate the basic binary data that make up the computer file. The name hex comes from a hexadecimal system, which is a standard number format for the submission of binary data. Followed by
the answer to BarryTheHatchet: Terminology is hard and different people have all sorts of different names for things. In this case, it seems that the hex of the hex editor refers to the normal human readable representation of each byte value, Binary binary editor refers to the notion that you are indeed
editing a file at the byte level (computers save bytes binary) without considering higher level text encoding, etc. Recall that files that are not easily marked as a higher-level text form are called binary files or binaries for the same reason. Neither is technically wrong, they just come calling the problem to
different angles. On a personal note, though, I tend to agree that the binary editor is confusing in general. Is there anything to add to the explanation? Sound out the comments. Want to read more responses from other tech-savvy Stack Exchange users? Check out the full discussion topic here. Warning!
Mandatory number system description in front. While we convert numbers based on comma systems, computers use a binary system, understanding ons and offs like numbers.  Decimal place (base ten): If you add one to nine, you need to do it, and you'll get ten. Binary (base two): When you add one to
one binary, you have to do, and you get ten. Binary conversion works by measuring liquid: one cup + one cup = one pint; one pint + one pint = one quart; one quartile + one quart = half a gallon. Think of one cup as 1, two cups (a pint) like 10, three cups (pint and cup) like 11, four cups (one quartz) like
100, and so on. Simple enough. What if you had a byte to convert information, albeit something that looked like this?10101010 Optional number system description field. It's time to bring out the post-its and popsicle sticks. Pad notes 8 sticks glue or glue stick marker (or any marker that does not bleed
through notes)Take a stack of two notes. On top write zero, then fold in half and write one. I liked to build it that way because it reminded me of those old digital foldbells. Make a column from eight and zero. Create a corresponding column of decimal numbers. These are your powers two: 20 = 1 21 = 2 22
= 4 23 = 8 24 = 16 25 = 32 26 = 64 27 = 128 Put this column about half an inch away. Glue and apply sticks at the bottom of the notes when set to 0. Specify your binary number. Move the stick to the bottom 0 or low and up to 1 or high (If you were on the computer, you would feel some tension). Add all
the 100s on the right. You can use the note below to view the amounts. What about this number: 10101010? This is 128 + 32 + 8 + 2.  Binary 10101010 = Decimal 170. Have fun flipping. How about a hinged wooden version that goes clackety-clack or flipping a byte converter run by a micro-controller?
Coffee jars actually work a lot better than popsicle sticks. As you can see, I wrote a letter at the top. What notes would you write? Would you put a tablet or a black plaque at the bottom? How does flipping converter work four bits at a time? That octagonal or sixteenth converter looks like? As?
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